
Creating a POR (power-on-reset) 

Background 

My design has an input por_n … an active-low power-on-reset signal. This needs to be asserted (to 0) so that various D-types inside the design are correctly 

reset … some get reset to 0 and some get reset to 1. 

I note that upon completion of FPGA initialization, D-types appear to have a default value of 0. And so I choose to add a reset-block that gets synthesized 

along with the main design … the intention being that this reset-block provides the necessary reset pulse to my design. 

However, I have noticed a very strange synthesis result (testcase-3) which defies explanation. 

For simplicity, the design notes below only refer to the power-on-reset generator system. 

Upon completion of the compile flow, I generate simulation files so that I can simulate the effect of the reset system. 

For each case, I simulate the native RTL (before synthesis) and the Quartus-generated file. A simple test-bench applies a clock to the reset system so that the 

behaviour of the counter and the por_n output signal can be observed. 

The primary file (cntr.v) can be created by cut’n’paste from the 3 test-cases. 

  



Testcase-1 

In this case, I have a simple counter that simply counts 0..15. por_n is bit-3 of the counter. This clearly is not a good por_n generator because por_n 

toggles away. But it does demonstrate that the counter starts at 0. 

Source 
Code 

module cntr( 
   input            clk, 
   output reg [3:0] cnt, 
   output           por_n 
); 
 
// synthesis translate_off    
initial 
begin 
cnt = 4'd0; 
end 
// synthesis translate_on 
 
always @(posedge clk) 
begin 
   cnt <= cnt + 1'd1; 
end 
 
assign por_n = cnt[3]; 
 
endmodule 

RTL 
simulation 

 
FPGA gate 
simulation 

 
Comment In the RTL simulation, cnt[] and por_n change exactly on the rising edge of clk. 

In the gate-simulation, we can see there is a small delay. 
In reality, this is a rubbish por_n generator because por_n is asserted (to 0) cyclically! 

 

  



Testcase-2 

Source Code module cntr( 
   input            clk, 
   output reg [3:0] cnt, 
   output           por_n 
); 
 
// synthesis translate_off    
initial 
begin 
cnt = 4'd0; 
end 
// synthesis translate_on 
 
always @(posedge clk) 
begin 
   cnt <= cnt + (cnt[3] ^ 1'b1); 
end 
 
assign por_n = cnt[3]; 
 
endmodule 

RTL 
simulation 

 
FPGA gate 
simulation 

 
Comment A much better reset-generator. 

With cnt[3] at 0, so we add 1 to the counter … and so the counter increments 0..8. 

With cnt[3] at 1, so we add 0 to the counter … and so the counter remains at 8. 

cnt[] stops at 8 as predicted and por_n is cleanly de-asserted just the once. 
Note the X’s at/around time-0 … we will see that this is not present in testcase-3. 

 

  



Testcase-3 

Source Code module cntr( 
   input            clk, 
   output reg [3:0] cnt, 
   output           por_n 
); 
 
// synthesis translate_off    
initial 
begin 
cnt = 4'd0; 
end 
// synthesis translate_on 
 
always @(posedge clk) 
begin 
   if (cnt < 4'd8)  
       begin cnt <= cnt + 1'd1;  
       end 
end 
 
assign por_n = cnt[3]; 
 
endmodule 

RTL simulation 

 
FPGA gate 
simulation 

 
Comment The RTL simulation looks as expected and the counter increments 0..8 and stops at 8. 

However … the FPGA simulations shows that cnt[] is fixed at 8 and does not increment! 
Cruciually, the cnt[] seems to be reset to 8. 

In fact, at/around time-0, cnt[] and por_n are not X … contrast this with testcase-2 where cnt[] and por_n are X for a short 
interval. 
This might suggest that upon completion of initialization, D-types aren’t set to 0? 

 



In reality, my very first attempt at creating a power-on-reset signal was this testcase-3 …. testcases 1 and 2 were experiments to figure out what I might 

be doing wrong. 

One would think that testcase-2 and test-case-3 are identical … but clearly, synthesis thinks otherwise. 

 

Questions: 

1. Why does testcase-3 compile so differently from testcase-2 

2. Can we rely on all D-types in the FPGA being reset to 0 upon completion of initialization 

3. In the absence of an externally derived power-on-reset-signal, what is the best strategy to supply a reset? 

 

 

 

 


